Cancer CAREpoint 2016 Annual Report

Transforming support for cancer patients, families, and caregivers in Silicon Valley through personalized, one-on-one Counseling, Assistance, Resources, and Education.
An amazing year of support 2016 by the numbers

“Walking into Cancer CAREpoint is like stepping into open arms. I am so grateful we have a place like this in our community.”

—Karen, a Cancer CAREpoint patient

Serving more people
• 1,394 cancer patients and their families
• 65% cancer patients, 35% family/caregivers

Providing needed services
• 3,645 hours of classes
• 1,900 hours of support groups
• 798 hours of private counseling
• 612 hours of one-on-one services

Making a difference in clients’ lives
• 95% report feeling less stress and anxiety
• 83% say they experienced reduced pain
• 95+% recommend Cancer CAREpoint to others
Increasing financial strength

- $1,302,934 income – 18% increase from 2015
- $1,296,705 expenses – 79% devoted to programs

Engaging the community

- 7,500 hours of volunteer time donated
- $279,450 in in-kind donations
- 35 fundraising events sponsored by local businesses, community groups and individuals

Introducing new programs

- New Support Groups:
  — Men’s Support Group
  — Healing Through Art
- Exercise: Qigong and Balance exercise classes
- Programs in the community:
  — Nutrition classes in Spanish and English in East San Jose
  — Expanded Survivorship and Guided Imagery programs in collaboration with El Camino Hospital in Mountain View and Palo Alto Medical Foundation in Sunnyvale
  — Nutrition classes in Palo Alto in collaboration with Bay Area Cancer Connections
  — Wig Bank at Sobrato Cancer Center in collaboration with Valley Medical Center
Thank you to our generous 2016 donors!
All donations stay local and help people in our community.
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“Cancer CAREpoint has been with me every step of this difficult journey—when I’m scared, when I’m joyful, when I’m sad. Walking into Cancer CAREpoint is like stepping into open arms. I am so grateful we have a place like this in our community.” – Karen
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Cancer CAREpoint has been a lifesaver. People my age think they’re invincible but I learned how quickly your life can change. I’m scared to make plans for the future, but I’m not going to let cancer ruin what I want to do with my life. The people at Cancer CAREpoint have been amazing in helping me move on.” – Laura
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Cancer CAREpoint is the best thing that ever happened to me. I tell everyone I meet about it. I’m a giver, not a taker. I’ve had to learn to appreciate what other people have to give to me. Cancer CAREpoint has given me so much.” — Joan
Josh was still traumatized from the death of his dad so I knew he was worried about grandma being sick. Family CARE helped us talk about my cancer in a way that was honest and reassuring. The people at Cancer CAREpoint were so kind and gentle with me. I couldn’t believe the amount of care they provided and that I didn’t have to pay.”  

– Sandra